
Jacob's Ladder

The spherical structure they called the Cortex
was the hub of the machine's cruciform processor,
four massive arms fitted into the centres of four

Asthe shut the pressure door behind her and
hurried down the service tunnel that led out onto the
skin of the Cortex. They found it hard to readjust to
the smallness of the living quarters after an
assignment. Faius would always be finding excuses
to get out into the machine space, and Asthe seldom
needed any persuading to go with him. The machine
didn't need them to repair it of course, but they got
the impression it liked them to take a personal
interest in its wellbeing anyway.

The Daleks never really mastered time travel, but
they got close enough to make the histories of their
various empires extremely convoluted and a-linear.
Their problem was alwaysgenerating the raw energy.
Not having the skill (or the imagination) to go re
engineering black holes and so forth, they resorted
to extremely unstable super-heavy elements, or, as a
fall-back,blowing lots of things up at the same time.
It wasn't particularly surprising that none of their
prototype time-craft lasted very long. So they tried it
the other way - and did rather better.

The quickest way to get from A to B, or so they
tell you, is to go in a straight line. It seems simple
enough. But that theory is far too three-dimensional
to be of any use if you want to go travelling through
time. The higher dimensions through which your
journey will take you are not nearly so
straightforward. Such reality as there is swirls and
folds and knots, or disappears altogether for a bit:
and just when you think you've got the hang of
polydimensional space some super-real creature will
in all probability come through and churn everything
up again. There is no straight line between A and A
two-weeks-on-Thursday.

***

diamond-shaped caverns, taller than they were
broad, stretching miles deep into the logic mass.
There wasn't much activity at the moment so, save
for the occasional lateral thought zipping overhead,
the caverns were in darkness. The whole structure
floated inside them: the umbilicals linking it into the
machine were there for carrying information, not
physical support.

Faius went over to one of the control drums and
slotted in the program. A yellow glow, faint at first,
began to pour through the tiny rivulets etched into
the drum. The light seeped into the floor and washed
over the walls. Then a tremendous gale of colour
exploded outwards into the caverns. In its wake,
pinpricks of yellow and orange began to shine from
every surface: only a few at first, but soon the whole
machine space began to fill with light. Asthe and
Faius held hands and waited for the dawn.

The Doctor, the fifth Doctor anyway, had long
/since seen the benefits of a full TARDIS.Being, on
occasions, moody, withdrawn and defensive, it was
good and healthy for the people he took with him to
have other friends. And it gave him space to
concentrate. Out of all of them, Tegan had always
done most of the talking. So when she left him,
reducing his team to a wary young aristocrat who
never spoke about his past or his planet, and a semi
sentient robot with poor conversation which was
always getting lost in the deeper levels of the ship
and breaking down, there were going to be problems.
It didn't help that at least two out of these three
were taking their loss extremely badly. Two mutually
hostile groups of Daleks from the future, plus their
human mercenaries, had come to London to fight
out their differences. In the very shadow of Tower
Bridge,they killed each other - and anybody else who
got in the way. Unable to cope with so much
pointless slaughter, Tegan had run away, into a city
where her only relative had been murdered by the
Master and her nearest friends were thousands of
miles away.

The Cortex was over half a kilometre in diameter,
which not unnaturally resulted in an awful lot of
surface area. Asthe let her instincts guide her
through the twilight maze of head-high canyons to
the convergence where Faius was working. He looked
up before she came into view. His white robes,
identical to hers, reflected the light from the open
access panel.

She was holding a thin silver rod, about a foot in
length.

"Ajob?" he said.
Shenodded. "It'sjust come through."
''I'llneed just a second or two longer here." Faius

reconnected the last of the replacement parts and
closed the roundel. "Anydetails?"

"I haven't looked at the notes yet, just the title 
Jacob's Ladder."

Faius raised his eyebrows. "Terran religious
iconography?"

Asthe shrugged and handed him the rod. "This
will take us to the rendezvous with the field agent."

*"

So what do you do? If you don't want to get
hopelessly lost, you have two options. The first is to
design a craft which exists in harmony with Time
precisely because it is made from Time - perhaps
with a chunk of really old Time somewhere for
ballasting purposes. This sort of engineering takes
considerable amounts of energy and no small degree
of skill. Plan 'B', on the other hand, is dead simple 
the only snag is that it takes quantities of power so
large that they'd probably be dangerous even if you
were just writing them down. But if you're
determined enough to try, it is theoretically possible
to force through a stable, direct route from A to
anywhere (or when) with very little extra fuss. You
might conceivably encounter the a-temporal
equivalent of a tree protestor - luckily, though, most
super-real beings are so far away from reality that
they (non)really don't care very much about anything
moving in less than fifteen or so dimensions. But
you may be unfortunate enough to come across one
of the more unpleasant sort - which means that a
vital part of this method of time travelling is the
ability to be even more unpleasant back, preferably
while yelling 'E'{terminate'as loudly as possible.
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face, "somebody's decided to get involved. We'd
better go and meet them."

"But," continued Faius, "the Node is entirely
within the corridor structure. Which means we will
have to find a way of penetrating the stream and
navigating it unnoticed. We're open to suggestions."

Asthe and Faius met them halfway and saluted
the Doctor. He introduced Turlough and they were
taken back and given a tour of the black TARDIS.
"The Doctor has a Type Forty," Turlough had said
conversationally. "What type is yours?" Faius told
him that classified models like this didn't get listed.

Depicting a multidimensional phenomenon in
only three dimensions is not particularly easy: Time
Lords, however, are used to doing that sort of thing.
The Dalek time corridor was a comple.x root system
stretching across hundreds of star systems and at
least three thousand years. As they watched it, new
branch-points began to form while others were
closed down. If they looked closer, they could see
minuscule red dots moving up and down the stem,
and in and out along the fibres. Dalek time-craft.

***

They ended up back in the circular console room
with the control boards round the edge. Like most of
the rooms in the Cortex, it was low-ceilinged, dark
and neurosis-inducing.

Faius called up a holographic representation of
the mission objective. "Somebody gave it the
codename Jacob's Ladder," he said. "You?"

Before the Doctor could speak, Turlough said:
"And Jacob had a dream, in which he saw a stairway
resting on the Earth, with its top reaching to Heaven.
And the angels of God were ascending and
descending on it."

"Oh, very good" said the Doctor.
"Public school education," said Turlough.

"We would never have spotted it if you hadn't
told us," said Asthe. "Radiant energy is down to a
minimum, the distortion extremely localised."

"We ran straight into it," said Turlough. "It wasn't
a very pleasant experience."

"I can well believe it. And that's our main
problem." She zoomed the image in on the centre of
the root ball. "This is the central node, from where
the Daleks monitor the traffic in the corridor. We

"believe it may also be a clearing-house for prisoners."
,"',- "What's inside?" asked the Doctor.

"A ship of some kind. Or a space station.
Something artificial, anyway. It hangs there in deep
space and routes energy through the system,
possibly drawing from a creation event in the distant
past."

"That's the target?" asked Turlough. The Doctor
was watching him. Once or twice in the past he had
noticed this exact same look in Turlough's eyes: not
his characteristic wariness, unease, or boredom, but
something more like a warrior's lust for battle.

"Yes. We get inside, free as many prisoners as we
can and then blow the whole place, sending a
shockwave down all the branches an,d de-anchoring
them from their interfaces with real space. Until
that's done we can't move in in for'ce. Those roots
could bring half the soil in the garden with them."

"Did you find Kamelion?" he asked absently,
adding detail to his sketch.

"No."The Doctor sat down beside him and cast an
eye over the drawing. "That's very good."

There was a long pause.
"Are you going to walk away?" Turlough burst

out. "Are you really prepared just to let her go?"
"I can't make anyone stay with me."
"And all those people." In spite of his anger,

Turlough half-realised he had touched a nerve, but
he couldn't back down.

"Hmm?"
"Stein said that he had seen prisoners from other

periods. All right, so he was working for the Daleks
when he said it, but we saw with our own eyes that
he was telling the truth. And we know exactly what's
going to happen to them."

"I do care, you know" snapped the Doctor. "Along
time ago I visited a place where kidnapped humans
were being forced to fight each other in faked
historical battles. They were being trained for use as
cannon-fodder for some vast galactic war."

"What did you do?" said Turlough, looking up.
"The only thing I could. I called in my own people,

and that's how they caught me."
Since that day, the Doctor had never been free.

His companion, in his own way an exile, and a
fugitive, could understand such a sacrifice.
Ironically, the day would come when Turlough would
choose the same.

"Willyou ... "
The Doctor sighed. "Yes. They'll be arriving soon.

They can't ignore this sort of thing. And I am still
their President..."

"What are we going to do?"
"Get revenge? Is that what you want?"
"Isn't it what you want?"
The Doctor considered this. "I hope not," he said

vaguely.

There was a rush of displaced air and a faint
mechanical whine. A dull black box, about the same
size and shape as the Doctor's TARDIS,materialised
about fifty yards further along the shore. A panel
slid forwards from the front of the box: out from
behind it stepped a broad-shouldered man and a tall,
aristocratic-looking woman. They were both wearing
black trousers and roll-necks, and they were both
armed with compact guns made from transparent
cylinders and rods.

"Time Lords?" enquired Turlough.
"Yes," said the Doctor briskly. "Security agents. I

think," he went on, relief showing clearly all over his

So the Doctor programmed the TARDIS to take
him and Turlough to their retreat of choice: a
verdant, uninhabited, ancient planet that he called
for some reason the Eye of Orion. Then he wandered
off into the substructure on the pretext of looking
for Kamelion, who seemed to have disappeared
again. Turlough was left to kick his heels in his
room. The Doctor still hadn't returned when they
landed and Turlough didn't go and look for him. He
just fished out the old school blazer he had become
inexplicably attached to, and his sketch pad, and left.
He went down to the lake and began to draw the
water-fowl as they dived and swam and chased each
other about. He had something quite reasonable
done by the time the Doctor finally turned up.
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Jacob's Ladder. Part Two

"Duplicate?" said Lytton, alone in his office.

object from a pouch on McGregor's uniform and
threw it into a corner.

Faius, meanwhile, had hacked into the computer
panel by the door. "This part of the Node is mainly
used by humanoid troops," he was saying. "The
prison levels are beneath us." He tried to access
more information on the prison area and was told to
refer to Commander Lytton for clearance.

The Doctor raised his eyebrows. "Lytton?"
"He can't be the duplicate you told me about,"

said Turlough. "Maybe we're about to meet the
original. "

***

They were all dressed as Dalek
troopers, which meant dull grey
uniforms, black body armour,
pulse guns and helmets. The pulse
guns were obviously no use
whatsoever against Daleks.
Turlough had a staser which Asthe
had given him, hidden in his
webbing. "If you have to shoot a
Dalek," she had said, "go for the
oval access plate between the
manipulator and the gun. The
Dalek creature is behind it. Stasers

don't do much damage, except to living tissue."
Turlough was sauntering nervously, looking for
Daleks in every corner.

The object was a tiny carving of a horse. It lay
there in the corner for a second, as if it was thinking
about something. Then, with a very faint mechanical
noise, it transformed itself into a dull black box. A

panel slid forward from the front
and the Doctor emerged. "What it
is to have a TARDISin full working
order," he said. ''Turlough? Give
me a hand with Kamelion." But it
was not until Faius added his own
telepathic efforts that they were
able to settle the automaton down
enough to get it inside.

Sessenius was an attractive
little planet in a neutral sector of
space. It had little strategic value:
the local apes were just beginning
to wonder if coming down from
the trees might be a good idea. So
Commander Lytton (the real,
honest-to-nobody one, not some
bloody duplicate) and his recon
unit weren't expecting any
trouble, especially not an ambush
by a full division of crack Earth
allied soldiers under the command of a notorious
Alpha Centauri general nicknamed Si" Gun Sadie.
Lytton managed to get most of his men into a gully
as shells began exploding all round them. The enemy
had hit them in open country, cutting Lytton off
from his forward patrols and scattering the men.
Some were still out there when Lytton began
powering up the time controller. He wasn't hanging
around in the middle of an artillery barrage just
because a few of his men had been stupid enough to
get themselves separated. A few minutes more and
none of them would get out.

A human mercenary called McGregor, who had
been at the front of the group when the attack
started, scrambled down the steep side of the ravine.

"Is there anybody else?" yelled Lytton.
McGregor shook his head.
Seconds later, a projectile full of armour-piercing

micro-grenades explod~d on the gully floor.

Daleks habitually use other life-forms. Most often
they want slave labour, but, at times, they use troops
too, for infiltration missions, cannon-fodder,
resistance to Dalek-specific bio-weapons, or policing
captured planets. But the Daleks both feared and
despised the very individuality which made their
minions so effective. So they tried control implants,
or complicated clOning and
conditioning processes, never
with great success. The only
question was, which would give
out first: the conditioning or the
subject. The Daleks were forced
to concede that nothing was quite
so efficient for getting other life
forms to do what they were told
as good, hard cash.

Lytton threw his gear down and stormed out of
the reception area, saying nothing. The other
mercenaries headed for the barracks.

McGregor shared his quarters with a yellow
skinned humanoid of uncertain origin, called Azov.

"So Collier got it first, yeah?" Azov was saying as
he cleaned the mess off his Dalek-issue pulse gun.
"Poor bastard." When McGregor didn't reply, Azov
looked up. Where his mate had been standing there
was nothing but a halo of swirling colours. Was that
something silver in there? He went for his gun but
the something tore it out of his hands, picked him
up and threw him against the wall. With the last of
its strength, the creature retrieved a small wooden

" " * Faius and Asthe went off in one direction,
heading for the generating plant. The Doctor and
Turlough had opted for the job of breaking the
security on the prison, before the main offensive
began. The Doctor had rather doubted that rescuing
prisoners was Asthe's style. He and Turlough headed
deeper into the structure, keeping to side corridors
whenever they could. But they saw no-one: they were
both hoping fervently that the countermeasures
devices Faius had given them had succeeded in
blinding the Node's surveillance system. There were
security cameras, and, no doubt, more sophisticated
sensors, everywhere.

They got about a hundred metres further. Then
the doors on either side of the corridor began to
close, and heavy bulkheads slid across, shutting off
all the side tunnels.
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The Doctor raised his eyebrows. "Lytton?"
"He can't be the duplicate you told me about," said

Turlough. "Maybe you're going to meet the original."

"That's not possible," said Lucas.
"Oh yes it is. I've spent enough time lying around

unconscious in the medical area for them to have
taken my print."

"Most people would think it was a compliment,"
said Lucas sweetly. "One of you just isn't enough."

Faius went for his staser, but the Dalek twisted
slightly on its motivator and the shot glanced
harmlessly off its armoured shell. The Dalek rotated
ten degrees and fired back. Faius was knocked off
his feet by the force of the impact. He hit the wall of
the corridor and crumpled to the ground. Before he
had even hit the floor, his body started to glow as
the regeneration process got under way. A second
Dalek had now appeared in the doorway. The first
pushed past Turlough and shot Faius again. It kept
on firing until there was nothing left on the floor but
ashes.

Lucas, Lytton's ADC, was a hardened veteran with
over twenty years' mercenary experience. She had
even spent some time fighting the Daleks, behind
enemy lines in an Earth sabotage unit. Then she
realised the Daleks paid better, and jumped ship.

"The Doctor and his companions have been
taken," she said, coming into Lytton's office .

"Why not just kill them?" said Lytton in his what-
can-you-do voice.

''They're wanted for duplication."
Lytton rolled his eyes.
"The Supreme still plans to infiltrate Gallifrey,"

said Lucas, shrugging.
"It barely got back alive, last time." But the ADC

had reminded him of something. "Close the door,
Lucas." A Dalek was passing by in the corridor. It
looked at Lucas, but it didn't slow down. She dosed
the door. Lytton had already located the surveillance
footage he was after.

***

The Doctor, Turlough and Asthe had been
searched, then locked in a cell with no windows and
one three-inch diameter, ventilation duct.

"This duplication process," Turlough was saying
morbidly. "Does it hurt?" .

Asthe was sitting by herself, chin on her knees,
staring blankly ahead.

"We're not trying to deal with a door."
"Hmmm?" said Turlough.
"We're not trying to deal with a door, with a

door ... " the Doctor was whispering, trying to
remember something someone had said once. "We're
not trying to deal with a door, we're trying to deal
with a Dalek! Don't you see? The only way to escape
is when the door is already open."

"Brilliant," said Turlough. "Instead of having to
get through a lot of impenetrable metal, we're going
to have to get through a lot of impenetrable metal
with a homicidal alien inside it. Absolutely brilliant."

The Doctor patted his pockets, but the Daleks
had been very thorough. He found nothing except
one small apple, which he passed to Turlough.

"Maybe Asthe's got something up her sleeve," said
Turlough. "Something for emergencies?"

Worth a try, the Doctor thought. He went over to
her. "Asthe?" She didn't move, so he shook her very
gently. "Asthe? Can you hear me?"

Asthe looked up at him. Then, very slowly, she
drew a fingernail across the skin of her bare
forearm, leaving a spreading trail of blood. The
Doctor tried to grab her wrist. She pushed him away.
"You wanted a weapon," she said. "Something up my
sleeve." She seemed to find this hysterically funny
for some reason.

"They don't trust me," said Lytton.
"Whynot?"
Lytton looked at her as if she had gone simple.

"They're Daleks."

The Doctor glanced at Turlough, who was looking
(and feeling) sick.

"I'm a carrier," said Asthe, suddenly calm again.
"A carrier, Asthe? Of what?"
"Avirus that kills Daleks. So was Faius."

.,f,., ''The Movellan virus?" said Turlough eagerly.
"Movellan?" said Asthe, rolling the word around.

"No, not Movellan. They just used it, you see, when
the Daleks attacked them. They did quite a good job,
though, don't you think?"

The Doctor pulled her to her feet. "Who, Asthe?"
he said. "Who gave it to them?" But he had already
worked it out.

She looked him in the eye. "Guess!" she said.

The Doctor let her go and turned to Turlough. He
was also shocked, though in a slightly malicious sort
of way.

"The Time Lords developed the virus?"
"It seems like it," said the Doctor ..
"The Movellans won the war."
"Yes."
''The Daleks' only response was to push forward

with their time research, and escape?"
"So they built the time corridor," said the Doctor.

"It was Gallifreyan interference which unleashed the
Daleks upon Time. Now they need me to get them
out of trouble."

*"*

Turlough looked wildly around. "Any ideas?"
"Well,"said the Doctor. "When all else fails ... "
"Run?"
"Probably a wise move."
The two of them hared off down the corridor,

only to find that someone had thrown a security
forcefield across their path. The Doctor began
working on a computer access panel, trying to open
a door, the bulkheads, anything.

Then they heard sounds behind them, faint but
getting closer: the high-pitched whine of staser fire;
the electronic thump of Dalek-issue pulse guns. Then
Faius and Asthe tore round a corner about fifty
metres away, firing volleys of shots behind them. In
a few seconds, they covered the ground to where the
Doctor was still trying to override the computer lock
outs.

"Wekilled a fair number of them," said Faius, who
wasn't out of breath at all. "They're hanging back,
maybe so they can bring up gas weapons. Check
your breathers."

The nearest bulkhead slid back. But the Doctor
hadn't opened it. Framed in the gap between the
heavy metal shutters was a Dalek.
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Jacob's Ladder. Part Three

When the door opened and the Dalek guard
ordered them outside, Asthe managed to slip behind
it. She pressed her stained fingers against the
membrane beneath the machine's dome. It had
already half-turned, following her movement:
Turlough and the Doctor grabbed it and hung on for
dear life as the machine tried to throw them off.
Then a tiny trickle of some foul-smelling liquid
seeped out from behind that small, oval panel.
Within seconds, the creature inside drowned in its
own waste. Gouts of decayed matter began slopping
onto the floor. The Doctor hacked into the central
computer via the nearest wall-screen.

"The TARDIS is on the next level up," he said.
"Come on."

Two more Daleks came to investigate why the
carrier signal from the guard unit had ceased. The
first one died a few seconds after it had run over a
tiny droplet of infected material; the second did not
outlive it long. The virus happily replicated itself a
few billion more times and achieved collective
intelligence just long enough to download a full
technical readout of the Node from the central
computer, shut down all the biological filters and
switch the air conditioning to ma,'illnum.

The virus beat the Doctor back to the TARDIS.
The Daleks had wanted to move it but found it was
too large to fit through the door of the crew room.
Two Daleks had been assigned to guard it until the
wall could be taken down. The virus killed them
where they stood. Within a few minutes, the organic
creatures inside had been digested totally.

for a way to finish it off. The Black Dalek had sealed
itself, alone, in the power room, as soon as it realised
what was going on. When the Time Lords arrived, it
hid. It was the logical thing to do: it could not have
stood up to their weapons. But if it repaired the
generator then its race would go on. The virus would
burn itself out - others would return to the station
and reclaim it. In the meantime, the time corridor
could still be used. It took valuable time to traverse
the network of ramps up to the access platform for
the reactor core controls. Ancillary systems were
now overloading and the temperature in the
chamber had already gone up thirty degrees due to
the electrical fires. Methodically, since it didn't know
how to panic, the Supreme Dalek pushed or lifted
debris out of the way. The inspection lifts were now
all defunct. Not all the ramps were safe.

But it made it. With considerable dexterity, it
used its manipulator device to repair the key parts
of the system. In a few minutes, it had finished. The
Black Dalek backed away from the still-open panel. It
didn't want to damage the repairs when it died.

Its vision and other e;xternal sensors were losing
resolution, but it still realised that there was
suddenly someone else there. "Alert all commands,"
it said weakly. "You will hunt down the Doctor."

"Sorry," said Lytton. Then he and Lucas pushed
the Dalek Supreme off the ledge. She helped him
position a generous bag of ~'qJlosives inside the
access panel. The time corridor was still coherent
enough for them to escape. When it blew, there was
no-one left alive on the Node.

Lytton had made no attempt to send his troopers
in when the Daleks began to die. None of them
objected. The first rule of being a mercenary, after
all, was knowing when to quit.

The Dalek Supreme watched them go. It was
better protected than its subordinates, but
somewhere, it knew, a microscopic amount of virus
was wandering round its peripheral systems, looking

The only thing left to do was to materialise inside
the power room and carry out one final bit of
sabotage. Asthe wanted to stay in the TARDIS, so
Turlough stood guard while the Doctor worked. It
took only a couple of minutes to smash the safety
cut-outs and rig up an overload. The Doctor took one
last look around before following Turlough back into
the TARDIS.

On the prison levels, the bruised, malnourished,
terrified prisoners saw and smelt the liquid pouring
through the ventilation openings in the ceiling above
their heads. A few who had military experience, or
who otherwise knew what was happening, smiled
grimly. Others sat, alone or in groups, waiting for the
end. But most of them panicked. Some were crying,
others began beating on the inch-thick, unyielding
doors. But then, silently, gently, they disappeared,
lifted away by the Time Lords, each to their own
place, restored in body, memories purged forever.

***

The Doctor, Turlough and Asthe watched Lytton
go. "Well predicted," the Doctor had said. Then the
time corridor began to flex and tear as compound
shock-waves rippled out along the branches. Like a
snake freeing itself from an eagle's grip, the wildly
oscillating central structure tore itself free of reality.
It drifted away into the void and broke up.
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Asthe took them back to the Eye of Orion. As
they stood outside the Doctor's battered old TARDIS,
he put his arm, slightly awkwardly, around her. After
a second, she moved away. She was beginning to
recover some of her old confidence and authority.

"Willyou go back to Gallifrey?" he said gently.
"I don't know. Eventually, perhaps."
The Doctor passed her an ancient-looking bit of

paper. "If you want to cut yourself off for a while,"
he said, "this will show you how to disconnect your
TARDIS from the MatrL'X.It might make navigation a
bit hit-and-miss, of course ... "

"Thank you." Asthe disappeared into her TARDIS,
as if she was glad to be gone.

"Do you feel better, Doctor?" asked Turlough.
The Doctor thought about it. Then, very, very

slightly, he nodded,.
With a hearty wheezing, groaning sound, the

TARDIS dematerialised.

***


